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Visual Exploration and Sampling Toolkit for Extreme Computing (VESTEC)
The Vision











with a generic software architecture incorporating
Three Pilot Applications for Urgent Decision-Making






VESTEC – A Combination of HPC Computing Paradigms











of UC and IC
A Challenge for Both Urgent and Interactive Computing: Batch Schedulers
• Effectively all HPC systems schedule jobs by using a batch queue (e.g., SLURM, PBS, etc.)
→ Jobs might wait in the queue for an unbounded amount of time
• Obstacle for Urgent Computing: 
results may not arrive in time (e.g., before a disastrous event)
• Obstacle for Interactive Computing:
users do not want to wait for their interaction (at least, it is impractical)
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Three Possible Solutions
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A dedicated machine
for UDM
machine would be idling most of
the time
a large HPC system is expensive 
to buy and maintain
one system might not be enough
in case of a disaster
Special job priorities for
UDM jobs
other jobs need to be cancelled
HPC resource owners are bound
by SLAs
other users would need to be




jobs still wait in queues
probability of running in time is
much higher
no policy changes needed→
works with current systems
We don't expect that policies change in the short and medium term → We decided for the federator strategy
The VESTEC Approach: Federate over Multiple Machines
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Additional Challenges
• Interactivity may require access to ports on the compute nodes, 
which is often not allowed for security reasons
• We must not DDoS an HPC machine!
• Simulation codes produce a high amount of data
→ we use in-situ topological data analysis for feature extraction
• The decision maker is not an HPC or even computing expert
→ the VESTEC system should work automatically in the background
• Different applications need different workflows, different codes have different interfaces
→ the VESTEC system should be designed as general as possible
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VESTEC
Architecture
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Topological Data Analysis in VESTEC
Identification of Different Scenarios from Ensemble Simulations
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very large data sets
Topological Data Analysis in VESTEC
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data reduction, e.g., Persistence Diagrams
Topological Data Analysis in VESTEC
Identification of Different Scenarios from Ensemble Simulations
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J. Vidal, J. Budin, J. Tierny: Progressive Wasserstein Barycenters of Persistence Diagrams. Proc. of IEEE VIS 2019.
M. Kontak, J. Vidal, J. Tierny: Statistical Parameter Selection for Clustering Persistence Diagrams. Workshop Proc. of SC19.
Conclusions & Outlook
• The VESTEC system will support urgent decision making by using HPC infrastructure, interactive
visualization, and real-time sensor data
• We face a lot of challenges – not only technical, but also regarding policies and security:
• batch queues
• closed ports
• a variety of applications
• large amounts of data
• In the second half of the project, we will continue implementing the developed architecture
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The VESTEC vision
All tier 0 and tier 1 HPC machines in Europe subscribe to a 
disaster response scheme managed by the VESTEC system
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